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Clay Maxwell is a smart, quick-witted, sex-driven manwhore with the good looks to match. Plenty of

women have shared his bed, but only one has ever been constant: Andrea. Their rules were simple.

When they were together, it was just the two of them. When they were apart, anything was fair

game. And it worked. For 10 years. But one of them has changed the game.... Clay must decide if

his player ways are worth losing the one girl who has always been there.
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Struck from the Record (Record #4) by KA Linde4 stars!!!â€œI just decided I couldnâ€™t be me

without you.â€•For those that have read the first three books in this series will know that Clay

Maxwell was the brother of Brady Maxwell whose story was covered in the first three books. Clay

Maxwell was always in the background, lurking, he was a character that was intriguing, seemed a

jack the lad and was full of resentment for all and everything to do with this brother. Clay Maxwell

was an enigma and it was this air of uncertainty regarding the man behind the name that made his

story all the more intriguing. I was eager to pull back his layers and unearth the real Clay

Maxwell.Clay Maxwell is a man with issues, but the crux of the matter is, are his issues real or just a

figment of his imaginationâ€¦a few misconstrued comments that has led to him brooding and hating

for no reason at all? He has grown up in his father and brothers shadow, two highly successful

politicians and the pressure to emulate was suffocating. That all-consuming fear of not living up to

expectations and the apparent conclusions being drawn of not being loved or wanted because of



failure.â€œDidnâ€™t realize what I had until I lost it.â€•But, underneath all those pressures was a

man who was fun, flirty and a man-whore despite having a ten-year relationship with a girl he had

been attached at the hip to since childhood. Andrea and Clayâ€™s relationship was unconventional

at best, an open relationship whereby when together, they were all that mattered, however, when

apart anything was gameâ€¦they played â€œThe Game.â€•â€œBecause you like the games. You

thrive on the games.
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